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About us
Environmental Force at Grass Root Level (ENFOGAL) is a NonGovernmental organization based at Ukhrul District, Head office at Green
Land Ukhrul Manipur. It is registered under the Manipur Society Registration
Act 1989, bearing Reg.No.96/40/SR/2016. Since 14th Nov 2016.
ENFOGAL aims to protect and revive our crumbling environment. It is
initiated by a young vibrant aspiring social group for the endeavor of a
sustainable environment. We impart the knowledge of solid waste
management and those issues pertain to environmental degradation with
special focus to youth and school/college going students to understand the
profound needs of awareness and sense of consciousness for the unborn
environment at grass root level. We adopt a channel of spreading awareness in
a superficial manner where one can easily learn, understand, and practice by
putting it into action in a judicious way.
As ENFOGAL works under the umbrella of diverse movement to handle the
challenges that deteriorate our environment it is our goal to broadcast and give
a reason on the matter of solid waste management. Alongside the issues of
global warming, water management, and our rich biodiversity which we need
to conserve, preserve and protect to retained our resources we took up a stand
to joint hand and work as a part of global concern by giving our best effort.
Therefore, the collection of environmental impact assessment of the area we
covered is a part of our project.
To satisfy and fulfill our objective we the ENFOGAL give our best effort and
render a service for the welfare of the members and non-members of the
society in general. Our force encounters the said challenges by organizing a
periodical lecture, Seminar, workshop, and conference in theories. At the same
time pragmatically we organized cleanliness drive, tree plantation drive,
fieldwork, jungle trail, and environmental campaign in any possible way on a
selected site as our mission.
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Aims and objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Imparting of Solid and Liquid Waste Resources Management
Concept of sustainable development
Climate Change Resilience campaign
Safeguarding and intervene on biodiversity
Water management
Environmental impact assessment (EIA)
To render service for the welfare of the member and non-members
of the society/association in general
8. To arrange and held periodical lectures, seminar, conference and
workshop for the improvement of the environment and its
development to the society
9. To spread mass education on environmental issues
10.
To organize leadership training and entrepreneurship
development program
11.
To raise fund by receiving donation subscription and the
financial and the financial assistant from the member and nonmember, govt and local bodies
12.
To do such other activities from time to time are to achieve the
objectives
13.
ENFOGAL classical concentrate at youth between 18 to 30
years for the operation
14. Our outreach activities include fieldwork, jungle trail, cleanliness
drive, tree plantation drive in any specified location
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Human Resources
Details of the members and executives

Name

Designation

Qualification

Yoyung Shaiza

President
(co-founder)

2.

Vthing Az

Secretary

MA. Rural
Development&
Bsc. Environmental
science
BA. Psychology &
clinical psychology

3.

Jefferson kashung

Vice-president

BA

4.

Patrick shangh

Assist secretary
(co-founder)

MSc Environmental
science

5.
6.

Shunchui Kharei
Leiyachon Sareo

Treasurer
Info. Secretary

BSc . Electronics
MA English

7.
8.

Kharei Jajo
Ngayaipam Awungshi

Co-ordinator
Info secretary

MA. Sociology
B.tech

9.

Lemchui ronra
Shimray

Member

BSc. Environmental
Science
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.Soreingam khamrang

Publicity

BA

11
12

Seth Ragui
Dimple joy

Member
Member

MTh
BSc. Nursing
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Senyo Hungyo

Executive coordinator

Hotel management
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Khansing mawon

member

15
16

Zingran kasar
.AS Yungreipen

Member
Member

BA. Fine arts
BA

17
18

Lansam
Thotrinsem Raingam

Member
Volunteer
coordinator

BA
BA

19
20

Nimsimri chiphang
Somipem Mungleng

Member
Member

BA
BA

21
22

Khuisangmi Rumthao
ShangreikhaiThemsah

Member
Member

BTh
BA

1.
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Activities Undertaken Since Inception

One Day District Level Workshop on Climate Change
Being part of any program/
talk
related to
environmental degradation
especially
concerning
climate change is always
our top priority. PASDO
organized
a
one-day
District Level workshop on
Climate change at their
office on 14th Nov invitee
from various villages and
govt institutes attended the seminar. where our team headed by Ms.
Lemchui Ronra Shimray
delivered a lecture on
climate change and its
consequences, relevant to the
context of the Ukhrul
district. Based on the current
scenario which is taking
place by witnessing a global
threat
dismantling
the
various social, economic,
and ecological stability at the
local level for these issues due to climate change it is necessary to address
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at the grassroots level through various affords from locals, NGOs, and
other govt institutes.
As an environmental NGO, we have been working on the issues that
trigger and severe global warming by taking various initiatives at ground
level and to warn the hazardous consequences that may have serious
threats to locals especially people who sustain on farming. It is also known
during the seminar that many unborn potentially life-threatening
implications may occur in the future, which would affect the integrity of
the social, economic, and environmental sphere of a community. If
measures and strategies are not screened out to combat such issues, it will
jeopardize the present situation at a greater level.

Observance of World Toilet Day
Having proper facilities of
sanitation such as toilets are
parameters that indicates
how a community decimates,
the contamination of land
and water, and especially
health borne diseases. To
tackle the global sanitation
crisis and to help attain
sustainable growth, the UN
declared to observe 19th
November, every year as World Toilet Day under different themes.
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As to mark on the occasion Enfogal, and SBM jointly organized an event at
Kaziphung Ukhrul. The event was attainted by the youths and students of
kaziphung
school. One of
our educationist
Jefferson
kashung was the
resource person
on the occasion.
He delivered a
lecture focused
on the need to
build toilets and
sanitation in such
a way that works
in harmony with
nature and humans. To combat such issues, it can only be resolve if mass
awareness and mobilization activities are taken up at the grassroots level
which targets to engage communities.

Symbol of Creativity out of Waste
Every year a large amount of waste is disposed of at landfills without any safety
measures, to curtail its impact on humans and ecology. If precautionary steps are
practice, this could largely reduce the amount of waste trusting out into the landfill.
The most prominent steps involve three main concepts usually termed as 3R
(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle). This will help cut down the amount on waste
generation, conserve ecology, save landfill, and can be converted into products that
have monetary values.
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With new challenges of tackling waste flowing into the landfill, enfogal team
successfully sorted out the CDs from the dumping sites, collated from the CDs
library and donated by the public were transformed, beautified and converted into a
Christmas tree, which look unimaginably ardent giving positives vibes of being
waste to something appreciable and which incredibly stood tall to convey that waste
can be used to pacify the eye of the commoner with the value of appreciation. As
such structures created from waste doesn’t only give a lasting impression, but
incredibly help people to change their mindset toward a sustainable environment
giving a balance between human and its ambient.

My Izzat, My Ghar
As instructed under the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan every toilet constructed under will
be called as “Izzat Ghar” which means house of dignity. This step was mainly aimed
at bringing changes in the behavior and to instills a sense of dignity and pride in the
entire family for the toilet, and to have some certain influence on its usage.
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As part of the initiative our team successfully beautified and painted around 10
toilets, which was chosen from the Greenland area. Keeping in mind about the
purpose of the program, all the toilets were imprinted with specific messages and
slogans on health and hygiene towards proper usage of toilet
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World Wetland Day
As part of World Wetlands Day 2019 under the theme” wetlands and climate change
“ENGOGAL did a campaign at talui village to spread awareness to the general
public about the importance of preserving and conserving wetlands. This day is
observed every year to mark the adoption of the Ramsar convention in 1971 to help
raise awareness about the significance and
values of wetlands.
There is always a way to reach out to the
community either through physical presence
or through social media. The latter being used
to convey our slogans and messages on the
theme. Charts representing the various

important aspects of wetland mainly relating
to the direct beneficiary to humans, their
stability in ecology, rich biodiversity hub,
groundwater recharge, and control in the
intensity of natural catastrophes were
conveyed. Manipur state is also bestowed
with a vast number of wetlands especially Loktak lake known as the floating lake of
the world which was recently categories under the world heritage site. This lake not
only holds environmental importance but also a source of livelihood for the locals.
Saving and conserving such a pristine ecosystem is a great challenge, where
anthropogenic activities are the peak level. Reaching out to the general public and
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giving awareness to the subject could increase the mitigation measures to control the
Nothing is waste
issues.
Making use of things that are
considered waste has been an integral
part of human life since immoral
time. The skills to convert the waste
into something creative and
productive is mainly by our
innovative ideas born in humans
mind. To use the skills and ideas, our
team tried to present the waste tyres
into something vibrant and attractive
piece,
converting
them
into
flowerpots with flamboyant colors.
Then these were fixed on the
retaining wall of Phungyo Baptist
church, adding more colors to the
wall.
Such an initiative will help people
realize that there are things around
termed as waste, if collected and
sorted can be used in different ways
to enhance the beauty around the
environment.
The
habit
of
converting waste into best should be
instilled to every brain, to learn
about recycling will not only create
a cleaner and healthier ambient but
will encourage creativity among
people
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Trash tag Challenge
To change people’s mindset social media
plays a pivotal role in sharing ideas, thoughts,
and information in a short period in the most
effective ways. One new challenge which
started at social media has gone viral and
making people around the globe to clean up
their messed-up environment by posting
before and after photos.
The challenge encourages people to get
outside and help to clean up the environment.
This trash tag
challenge is
an effort to make people realize their role to
make cleaner and greener surroundings
accompanied by action.
To set an example of the trash tag challenge,
our team successfully clean up the trash lying
around the mini secretariat Ukhrul which was
seen littering around the main entrance of the
office. A cleaner surrounding makes a
community happier and everyone should take
pride in the places where they live.
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World Forest day
International forest day is celebrated
worldwide every year on 21st March at the
international level. It was established at the
23rd general assembly of the European
confederation of agriculture and making an
annual event on the 21st of March by the
United Nations food and agriculture

organization.
This year under the theme” forest and
education” Enfogal carried out an
evocative poster campaign at the forestcovered area at shirui village expressing
and spreading the significances of the
forest, and how one should put efforts to
save the deteriorating forest covers around
the district. The theme has some important key messages that includes the following
•

access to forest education

Understanding our forest and keeping
them healthy is crucial for our future
•
You’re never too young to start
learning about trees
•
Both modern and traditional
knowledge are key to keeping forest
healthy
•
Investing in forestry education
can change the world for the
betterment,
• Women and men should have equal
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A short discussion and interaction regarding the above messages where
deliberated amongst the members. And commitments were taken to preserve
and conserve the present undisturbed forest areas and to educate the public
about the important aspect of the forest.

World Water Day
World water day is observed annually on
22nd March, the day has been assigned by
United Nation General assembly in 1993
and since it is celebrated every year with
a different theme to address various
importance
of
freshwater
and
encouraging
for
the
sustainable
management, freshwater resources and to
tackle water crisis across the globe.
This year under the theme ‘leaving no one behind ‘our team developed a poster with
special messages and thinking to experiential on the occasion, having conveyed the
issues related to water scarcity and their possible steps to tackle the issues. The
campaign was observed at Shirui village, where the lifeline and only source of water
supply for the entire town. Over recent times this water source has greatly reduced
the amount of water generation due to various anthropogenic activities especially
the felling of trees being its
greatest threat. Apart from the
poster campaign our team
discussed
current
global
conditions and challenges faced
by people specifically in
developing countries exploring
the main socio-economic and
cultural factors. Connecting on
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how a large part is inaccessible to improved water supplies.
One day Grassroots Level Training on FTK (Field Testing Kit) and
Sustainable ODF
Safe and clean
drinking water is
important for public
health, whether the
purpose of using it
domestic or for
recreational.
Having
proper
water management
system
and
sanitation greatly
boost the economic
growth of any country, but due to various anthropogenic activities have
altered the nature of water causing a numerous health-related disease As
reported by WHO, at least 2 billion people are using drinking water source
contaminated with feces causing deaths to around 485000 by diarrheal each
year.
ENFOGAL in Association with CCDU, PHED, and PHED Ukhrul organized
a one-day grass-root
level training on
FTK and sustainable
ODF on 20th March,
at
Meiphung
Production
Hall.
The program was
attended by Oriental
Naga
Academy
students,
Anganwadi
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workers, HSL representatives, and local youths. the specialist and experts
successfully demonstrated FTK to the participant to check the important
parameters of water and their permissible limits set by concerned govt.
institutes. Later awareness on sustainable ODF was given by experts on issues
on sanitation concerning in Ukhrul district.FTK was also distributed to the
partaking groups and institutions
Such initiates will help the general public to understand the ongoing global as
well as local issues, arising out of contaminated water and unsustainable
sanitation practices. Giving training them, such simple kits will help identify
contaminated water and will curtail the consumption of unpotable water.

.

FTK Training And Demonstration On Setting Up Water Filter Using
Traditional Method

After practically received training from
PHED on FTK (water testing kit). An
initiative of the same was carried along with
making water filters using the traditional
method. The training was given to our
enfogal squad encompassing 20 students
which were selectively recruited from
various schools ( themzan, junior, Savio,
model, Alice, and public). Before the training
was delivered our educationist briefly edify with the different aspect of water
management and ways to conserve water for sustainable environment
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The fundamental involvement in this training
was to make comprehend on nature of water by
checking the important parameters mainly
implicating the presence of impurities. An onfield Kit that will help distinguishing water from
potable and contaminated one. This will greatly
reduce the rate of water-borne diseases.
Subsequently making water filter using the
traditional method was also taught to give handon experience to the students, a well set up filter to
demonstrate the actual working of water filter and material
required to provide in-depth information and tips regarding
the latest trends in water filtration technology.

Share and Motivate Programme
On May 7th 2019 ENFOGAL in association with Savio Higher Secondary
organized a very unique program “ share
and motivate “ under the theme ‘ path to
social prosperity ‘at the premises of the
school located at Awungtang Ukhrul. The
program witnessed the participants of a
total of around 350 students.
The purpose of organizing the program was
to motivate the students and to spread
awareness of the kind of environment in the
future were well-shaped society can be created the best environment. With the
belief that the students can be motivated according to their potentials and the
talent at ground level, the event was held to shape the career of the students
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according to their capacities while letting the students understand that there
are diverse carrier options.
Artiste, Thangmeiso Shinglai, actor,
Khavangpam
Mahungnao,
Entrepreneur, Zingran Foods,
Pemmichon Tungshangnao and the
spokesperson of Ukhrul basic
Soccer Foundation, Worngachan
Shatsang who were the presenters of
the program, motivated the students
by sharing their experiences.

Visit to Kachai and Ngainga for Wildlife and Climate Change
Campaign
Our efforts to save and conserve wildlife
is not restricted to the town’s school but
have reached to some of the villages as
well, where educating and giving them
the awareness on wildlife. The school
visited are scintilla high school, Ngainga
and Kachai village. The main objectives
of these visits were to address the

prevailing conditions of wildlife
hunting, poaching, and other related
issues at ground level. Our
educationist vividly explained
about the importance of wildlife
and measures to undertake the steps
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to protect and conserve through cumulative action based on the local
community level. Adding the scope of wildlife as a career was also briefly
explained, since Manipur geographical region comes under the world Hotspot, diverse fauna and flora with largely dominated by endemic species
which haven’t been studied and researched. This would create a better
opportunity for youths planning to take wildlife as a career.
During the visits two different other topics were presented mainly on climate
change and use chemical agro-pesticides. Climate change has created a lot of
havoc around the world effectively the various environmental, social, and
economic status of many countries leading to various crises. With the sole
intention to address the students about the same and to mitigate the crisis were
also discussed.
The use of pesticides has recently boomed at Ukhrul district to get the quickest
remedies to eliminate pests. Due to their ignorant about proper usage and
impact on air water and land. A visionary issue arising from use pesticide was
briefly explained.
Clean up drive and dustbin installment
We will continue to keep the momentum of vision towards a cleaner and
healthier environment through
our recently formed Squad from
different schools across the
district. Giving them the
awareness through pragmatic
approaches and to instill the
behavior changes towards
healthy practices of sustainable
waste management system.
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As to implement that awareness
and practices, Enfogal along
with the squad carried out clean
up and dustbin installation at
their respective schools. Since
most the student fails to practice
proper waste management system. Where school
premises are filled with candy wrappers, plastics, paper,
and other waste. And as you know it creates a dirty
environment having various other implications. During
the activities it was observed and experienced that
collective ignition helps to create a more productive result.

Van Mohatsava
Marking on van Mohatsava week our team
carried out two tree plantation drive at Kazar
tang near Greenland, the drive was spearheaded
by our team along with some locals and other
drive with the ENFOGAL squad of Higher

Themzan Academy. keeping in
mind, native trees were planted on
the occasion since, it can adapt to
local climatic conditions better and
higher survival rate. And it is also
considered to support birds, insects
and
animals.
Before
the
commencement of the drive our
associate educationist Jefferson
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Kashung imparted the proper technique of planting trees to ensure the long- term
health and success development of trees. During the long week drive our team
effectively planted more than 500 saplings at the spot.

Environment day
On Environment day ENFOGAL associated
with Lunghar Katamnao Long and locals
organized an event entails a series of
activities like tree plantation drive, clean
and short interaction with LKL on the
various environmental issues and their
achievable measures to revive the degraded
eco-system and environment. This iconic
Jorcheng is not only a sightseer’s
destination but holds a very significant,
unique geographical landscape with diverse
habitant of numerous spec
ies of flora and fauna. The main
objectives of the plantation was given
a new pattern to the sidelines of the
area with ornamentals plants, to
enhance the attractiveness and boost
the green coverages to lure more
visitors to the spot. Presence of waste
indicates that how visitors’ disgrace
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its self-esteem by polluting the environment, showing their anti-social
behavior towards its iconic places. During their visit usually large amount of
waste is disposed of uncaringly, distorting the natural beauty. To undertake
such challenges our team and the participants pledged to take precautionary
measures to control such acts
by showing exemplary through
clean drive. Certain rules were
proposed by ENFOGAL to
LKL to check the influx of
food items especially singleuse plastics. Right after the
drive brainstorming sessions
on various environmental
implications were discussed
especially on climate change and glitches caused by inappropriate waste
management practices.
We were fortunate to get encouragement and support from the Director of
Tourism, Manipur and CMO on the occasion. They also ecstatically took part
in the plantation drive along with the participants.
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Talking on Climate
change

It is always our pleasure to talk about the environmental issues and addressing the
various socioeconomic problem caused by environmental degradation. Our team
was invited by the basic Soccer Foundation to talk on global issues caused by climate
change. President Yoyung Shaiza
delivered a pivotal lecture on climate
change, the participants were parents
and students of BSF. He mainly
emphasis on various aspects of climate
change taking place at local as well as
at a global level. Over the years Ukhrul
has experienced the impact in terms of
seasonal variations, unprecedented loss
in agricultural products, water crisis and
health-related issues which have
become increasingly high. Making
them conscious about the outcomes will help them to mitigate the potential
consequences of climate change. With such initiatives we have able to reach out to
the public domain.

Plantation and Beautification Drive at Kuirei Village
On 12th Sept, 2019 our members
team up with kuirei youths
initiated a tree plantation cum
beautification drive at one of the
tourist spots. A scenic hill,
where one could feel and
experience all the true colors of
the nature at its best. The main
objective of this initiative is to
bring about a noticeable
enhancement in the greenery covers of the area with ornamental plantation.
Such initiatives are taken up to give awareness to mass about, how a green
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cover lure more tourists and their conservation and preservation which have
become a sole reason apart from the resources utilized by human

Bird watching cum wildlife campaign
Fulfilling one of the objectives framed
in the project of ENFOGAL squad.
The team carried out a birding cum
wildlife campaign along with the
associate schools for the September
month, zeroed out every Saturday to
carried out the initiatives. As the
initiative was targeted to spiral down
the significance of birds, their role in
maintaining equilibrium in the
dynamic ecosystem, the value they hold in a community and place, and
their interconnection link with the
cultural, eco-conscious, and social
aspects. Saving and protecting
them has become a prime
objective,
moreover,
giving
education to subject in more fun
and pragmatic approaches will
not only create a sustainable
environment but will also
pave ways to new career options in
this field for the students. With the intention our team successfully carried
the campaign, participated by a total of 120 students. The event was
pondered between Langtang and Shirui.
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During the campaign more than 25
bird species were seen and identified.
It is also learned that with better
equipment and techniques more
species could be studied and
researched effectively. The program
was concluded by giving a
presentation on the significance of
wildlife.

Nature Camp

Under the theme “Honor Wildlife “ ENFOGAL Observed Wildlife week by
organizing nature camp from 3rd to 5th of Oct,2019 at Paorei, Shirui Ukhrul. The
camp was voluntary organized by ENFOGAL team with an aim to
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1. To give hand in experience to students about wildlife conservation and their
significant
2. To educate and connect students closer to nature in a pragmatic way
3. Making conscious about their rights and responsibilities towards wildlife.
4. To have a better understanding of biodiversity around Ukhrul dist.
5. To enhance the leadership quality among the students
Various activities were carried out during the camp and give a profound
understanding closer to nature. The major activities initiated during the camp
are
• Lecture and interaction on nature and environment
• Lecture on sustainable environment and indigenous practices
• Lecture on the significance of wildlife
• Skill development program base on the principle of RRR, with special
focus on papermaking and best out of waste particularly
• Personality development
• Essay writing
• Trust building games
• Documentary on Bhopal Gas Tragedy
• Bird watching
• Night trail
• Biodiversity assessment
• Site study followed by clean up and pledge taking
From the day of arrival with the participant of 46 campers, they were set with 5
team
The camp was participated by 46 campers and 20 staff and volunteers from the
ENFOGAL team to complete the camp.
On the day of arrival students were given a round of introduction on the nature
camp and the importance, which was followed by camp allotment and division of
team where all the participants from 5 different schools were shuffled to make a
new team.
On the first day a night trail was carried out to experience and study the various
nocturnal characters and activities of insects and other mammals. It was also
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carried out to observe species present in and around the campsite through personal
experience and how nature interacts during nighttime.

The next day begins with a morning drill and singspiration, where students are
made to refresh physically, mentally, and spiritually as a part of education away
from the school.

The program on the site study and check listing was carried out simultaneously for
the students to impart knowledge on the identification of species and the types of
species present at a specific area to at least deliver an idea to identified and
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classified the types of flora and fauna during the site study and check listing. It was
followed by interaction and team presentation.

Lecture on Nature and Environment as one of the major topics was delivered to
understand precisely to create a sense of responsibility for a contribution towards
our environment and its importance, on the other side it also imparts the issues
prevailed and potential threats possess by human activities were delivered
comprehensively.
Students were also profoundly encouraged by a special guest from Tanghkul Music
Forum’s president Mr. Nobert Thoyi and Mr. Oshimwo with their soulful message
in developing their personality

A lecture on the significance of Wildlife was delivered To create a sense of
responsibilities, understanding, and empathy towards wildlife, considering the
present scenarios of human’s conceptual behavior towards wild animal which have
been inculcated from the ancestor, as wildlife is mainly for consumption, sacrificial
rituals and trophies for the game. Through this lecture we tried to change their
action against wildlife and to bring about changes by signifying the integrity with
humans and nature.
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An essay competition was carried related to those topics delivered during the
lecture to let them express, the findings and comprehensive to develop educational
competitiveness through their sense of imparted knowledge witnessing the
environmental situation, that was discussed in their presence.
Campers were also introduced to play trust-building games and energizers to
refresh by giving practical recreation which was partly based on social
development.

A skill development program on paper bag making and waste plastic utilization
were trained to the campers practically on the principle of 3R to create awareness
and consciousness on environmental pollution triggered by unsustainable waste
disposal practices. Concurrently talent hunt was carried out, to give opportunity
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and platform to showcase their skills and talents helping and enlightening in
promoting their career as a part of the camping program.

A documentary was screened to let the campers, react and understand the harmful
effects of chemical pollutants to human and the nature, which was based on true
event happened in Bhopal due to leaking of MIC gas. “Bhopal A Prayer for Rain”
was the entire incident was vividly depicted in the documentary.

The next early morning we proceeded for bird watching. During the session
various birds were seen and identified. The presence of diverse species birds also
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explains, how our forest and jungle provide a hub to some of the uniquely found
bird species, which remain as the pride of the state and district. Through this
activity we also conveyed the importance of birds and an option to take up as a
career to the campers.
Rite after the birdwatching, biodiversity assessment was conducted using two
sampling methods; a) Quadrate sampling and b) Transect sampling. These

samplings are usually done to find out the frequency of a diverse flora available at
a specific region, and to find the richness of a certain plant species. Such practical
application methods will help campers understanding and study biodiversity at
depth.
A special guest Dr. Christian Erni delivered a lecture on sustainable Environment
and Indigenous People rights to the campers. He emphasizes mainly on the
environmental issues suffered by locals and how the community can defend their
natural resources and environment by the rights they have.
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Every session was followed by
interaction, group discussion, and
presentation to check the progress and
understanding of the activities being
carried out.

The camp was concluded by a clean up drive of the spot and was followed by
Pledge taking.
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Environmental Campaign
No matter what, people having the zeal to work towards combating environmental
issues will find a way to seek a solution to restore the faith of humanity towards saving
the environment and towards sustainability Exactly what should need to be done was
shown by our team and Nss student's Sacred Heart Hr.Sec. school. A campaign to make
people conscious about the prevailing environmental implications suffered by people
and nature during the Shirui lily festival. Keeping in mind the students' quirky ideas and
quotes about the issues was perfectly displayed on the chart and carton.
Reaching out to locals and tourists to address and to spread awareness regarding the
same. The campaign was started from Gandhi chowk having different spots for slogans

and chart display activities till phangrei.
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The given report has been submitted purely based on work already done and
carried out by ENFOGAL society during the year 2018-2019. This report is
submitted with the approval of the society. The given information is all genuine
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